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Valkyrie at IHMC in August 2015 for some work. In the background is the Atlas robot that placed 2nd in the DARPA competition.

A giant leap for robotkind
When humanoid robots one day
build habitats on Mars for astronauts,
it’s likely they’ll owe much of their
capabilities to cutting-edge computer
programs developed by scientists from
Pensacola’s IHMC...
Pensacola, Fla.

O

ne day in the not too distant future, a spacecraft will land on an
alien planet and a team of rugged
humanoid robots will leave the craft and
begin building habitats for their partners,

By David Tortorano, Editor
Copyright 2015, Tcp/GCRL

the far more fragile human beings who will
eventually, inevitably follow.
The robots may be autonomous, or they
may be avatars controlled by humans orbiting above. Either scenario is possible, and
will mark a giant leap for robotkind.
This sci-fi vision is on its way to becoming science fact as teams gear up to create
robots that will be the hard-working partners of astronauts. And one organization
from the Gulf Coast that’s in the thick of it
is the Florida Institute for Human and Machine Cognition in downtown Pensacola.
It’s highly likely that space-traveling robots will owe their ability to walk and climb
(Continued on page 2)
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obstacles without losing their balance
to the scientists and technicians at
IHMC who have proven they have the
right stuff when it comes to creating
locomotion algorithms for robots.
IHMC, which started as a part of the
University of West Florida in 1990, has
earned an international reputation for
its work in human and machine interaction. Ken Ford, president and CEO
of IHMC, says the organization has
been working on locomotion systems
for legged robots for 13 years.
Its expertise in the field is already
well-known. NASA has already tapped
IHMC for its expertise to help it develop walking capabilities for future space
robots.
“We have a grant from the National
Robotics Initiative and NASA’s Johnson Space Center that started three
years ago,” said Peter Neuhaus, a senior research scientist at IHMC who,
with colleague Jerry Pratt, heads up the
robotic locomotion team.
One of the goals of the National
Robotics Initiative, announced in 2011,
was to create robots that would assist
in missions in hazardous environments. The grant is aimed at coexploration by humans and robots,
with the first goal of creating avatars
controlled by humans.
IHMC’s expertise was underscored
during the multi-year, multi-phase
DARPA Robotics Challenge, launched
in 2012 in response to Japan’s Fukushima nuclear disaster. The idea was to
create robots that could help go into
areas too dangerous to humans.
IHMC, as one of the early leaders in
the competition, was provided with the
Atlas robot, created by Boston Dynamics. IHMC developed the program
to allow the six-foot tall robot, called
“Running Man,” to perform a range of
tasks necessary in responding to a disaster, from opening doors to cutting
holes and climbing over an uneven
debris field.
The winner of the final June 2015
competition in California was a robot
created by South Korea. IHMC came
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in second, best of all the U.S. teams,
which included others using an Atlas
robot. Significantly, Running Man was
able to do all tasks while keeping its
balance.
“It was an extremely high profile
event and certainly helped raise IHMC’s image outside the scientific engineering community,” said Ford.
Now that IHMC expertise is being
used by NASA to provide some of the
brain power, so to speak, for NASA’s
impressive-looking Valkyrie humanoid
robot that will one day help astronauts
explore distant worlds.
Valkyrie, which many have pointed
out has distinctly female features, did
participate in the DARPA Robotics
Challenge Trials, and shared last place
with two other teams after scoring zero points during the 2013 challenge in
South Florida. Val didn’t take part in
the California competition, but two of
them were on display and performed
some tasks.
One Valkyrie robot, known by the
mundane designation R5, spent August
and much of September at IHMC so
the team could work on its bipedal
control algorithm. NASA’s plan is the
IHMC’s expertise in locomotion will
be used in all the R5 robots that will be
at the center of a new competition recently launched by NASA.
Called the Space Robotics Challenge,
it aims to improve humanoid robots so
they can go to Mars and help humans.
One of the anticipated missions is to
send a team of NASA’s Valkyrie ro-

bots to Mars ahead of humans so they
can build habitats for astronauts.
The NASA competition is in large
part building upon the DARPA Robotics Challenge. NASA recently issued a research announcement to find
one or two host sites that will receive
Valkyrie robots. To be eligible, a host
site must have participated in the DRC
and be a U.S. university. IHMC is ineligible to be a host site because of the
university requirement.
In the summer of 2016, NASA plans
to have the virtual part of the Space
Robotics Challenge, where teams will
use computers to see how well their
software performs.
The top teams - how many has not
been announced - then will be selected
to participate further in the SRC. They
will have access to the Valkyrie robot
by traveling to one of the host sites to
test their algorithms on the robot.
In the fall of 2017, the teams will
compete in the Space Robotics Challenge finals, performing tasks useful in
space exploration, like climbing into
and out of a structure, down a ladder
to a rocky surface, and connecting
power sources.
The goal is to improve the autonomy
of walking robots, so they can solve
problems on their own, without the
intervention of a human controller.
The reason is simple. As distances increase it’s takes longer for a command
to be received and executed. Autonomy eliminates that problem. But that,
said Neuhaus, is a ways off.
While it’s unclear whether IHMC
will participate in the NASA challenge,
it is, nonetheless, a key participant.
Neuhaus said IHMC’s role is to develop the walking and balance capabilities
so that the teams that compete do not
have to become experts in developing
that part of the robot. Part of that task
is developing that part of the robot’s
software.
□□□
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No. 6512 marks start of a new era
It’s still months from delivery to
JetBlue, but the first Airbus made
in the USA is beginning to look
like the world class passenger jet
that will make aviation history and
launch a new era...
Mobile, Ala.

I

t’s called 6512, not a memorable
name for an aircraft that will go in
the record book for being the first
Airbus jetliner made in the USA.
The plane is sporting what looks like
camouflage as it takes shape in the
210,000-square-foot Airbus U.S. Manufacturing Facility at the Mobile Aeroplex. But next year it will radiate with
the colors of JetBlue, first customer for
an Alabama-made jetliner.
The first aircraft going through the
brand new Mobile assembly line, along
with the American Airlines A321 that’s
second in line, are the embodiment of
a watershed event in global aviation.
Airbus, created in 1968, is today one of
the world’s premiere plane makers. Its
plant in Boeing’s home turf was a bold
move, and it can now claim the sun
never sets on Airbus manufacturing.
The Mobile plant, announced in
2012, gives the company a presence in
one of the world’s most vibrant aerospace markets. In the Sept. 14 formal
opening of the plant, a sign was placed
on an aircraft structure that said: “This
aircraft proudly made in the USA by
the worldwide team from Airbus.”
While the major components were
made in Europe, the two CFM56 engines will come from a GE Aviation
plant in Evendale, Ohio. GE Aviation
is part of CFM International, a joint
venture that also includes the Snecma
division of France’s Safran.

By Michelle R. Thomas and
David Tortorano
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A320 No. 6512 in Station 40 set to have wings attached . It’s the first Airbus jetliner made in the United States.

shipment of major sections arrive from
The tried and true process of making Hamburg in June 2015.
The fuselage, wings, and vertical and
an A320 family aircraft at the Mobile
horizontal
tail planes shipped to Moplant mimics the process at plants in
bile
are
brought
to the Transshipment
Germany, France and China. Aircraft
6512 started taking shape after the first Hangar by truck. They eventually make
their way to the assembly line hangar.
Station 41 (photo left and bottom of page
4) is the first stop, where the forward
and rear fuselage is joined with more
than 3,000 rivets. Before that, the lavatories and galleys are installed through
the large open areas. Parallel electrical
systems and cargo loading areas are
installed before moving the entire fuselage to the next station by a large overhead crane. Currently in this station is
the fuselage of the A321 No. 6621,
which is being built for customer
American Airlines.
Station 40 (photo above and middle of
page 4) is the second station, where the
wings are joined to the fuselage. They
are joined on each side with more than
1,200 rivets inside and out.
“This is the heaviest workload station with the heaviest pieces and manThe making of 6512
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the customer. All electrical systems are
checked, engines and engine cowlings
are installed and all systems connections are put into place between the
aircraft and the engines.
The Paint Shop, run by Maas Aviation under contract with Airbus, is
where all exterior painting occurs. At
this point the aircraft is ready for all
ground testing and flight tests.
Finally after many hours of testing,
the aircraft will be handed over to the
customer at the Delivery Center.
□□□
Photo by Michelle R. Thomas

power,” said Frank Fahrendorf, manager of aircraft assembly. “Later when
we are at full production and Rate 4
we will have a two shift workforce
with continuous work.”
Assembly of the main and nose landing gear is installed at this station. This
will be the first time the aircraft will
support its own weight and will be able
to move to the next section without
aide of the overhead crane. During the
media tour Sept. 13, aircraft No. 6512
for JetBlue was getting ready to have
the wings attached to the fuselage.
“The next 10 to 15 aircraft will be
the A321,” said Fahrendorf.
Station 35 (photo above) is the final
station in the final assembly hangar.
This is where all the final details are
installed, including vertical and horizontal stabilizers, tail cone inner flaps,
main landing gear doors and overhead
storage. All systems are tested to ensure mechanical and electrical systems
are ready for flight testing. The lift and
staging area is moveable by using air
pressure, where the entire base hovers
off the concrete floor just enough so it
can move around the aircraft. When
finished here, the aircraft is ready for
ground tests.
The next stops are Final Phase/
Flight Line Hangar, where the cabin is
furnished and quality inspection of the
cabin and cockpit are carried out by

Photo by Michelle R. Thomas
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Space Grant a key STEM program
The states with a piece of the
Interstate 10 aerospace corridor
have four NASA consortiums that
can help the region prepare the
next generation for exciting
careers in the final frontier...

Photo by NASA

Baton Rouge, La.

T

he National Aeronautics and
Space Administration had the
future in mind when it initiated
the National Space Grant College and
Fellowship Program in 1989.
It talked STEM - science, technology, engineering and math - before
STEM was cool.
The Space Grant’s goal is to attract
more students to careers in aeronautics
and related fields by funding scholarships, faculty training and curricula
development and to get the public involved through outreach programs.
Today there are more than 850 affiliates in the Space Grant network of
colleges and universities, along with
industry, museums, science centers and
state and local agencies in all 50 states
plus Washington, D.C., and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
The Space Grant was modeled on
long-established land and sea grant
programs. Starting in the late 1800s,
states were given federal land grants to
establish colleges for agriculture, science and engineering studies. The 50year-old Sea Grant program uses the
network approach to create and maintain a healthy coastal environment and
economy.
The member institutions of the
Space Grant program have developed
individual programs based on common
educational goals.
The Alabama Space Grant Consortium’s mission is to “inspire, enable and
educate a diverse group of Alabama

By Lisa Monti

A July test of the RS-25 engine of the type that will power the Space Launch System. Stennis Space Center in South
Mississippi is the main NASA facility in the Baton Rouge-based Louisiana Space Consortium.

students to take up careers in space
science, aerospace technology and allied fields.” ASGC
also aims to inspire the next generation of space
explorers with
precollege programs and to
make state residents aware of the value of space science and technology.
The University of Alabama in Huntsville, home of NASA’s Marshall Space
Flight Center, is the lead institution. In
the Gulf Coast I-10 region, the University of South Alabama in Mobile, Ala.,
also is a member of ASGC.
Florida is known
worldwide for its
space activities,
thanks to Kennedy
Space Center. The
Florida Space
Grant Consortium
was established in

the state in 1989, and consists of 17
public and private universities and colleges led by the University of Central
Florida’s Florida Space Institute.
In the Gulf Coast I-10 region, the
University of West Florida is a member. Other members include all of
Florida’s community colleges, as well
as the Astronaut Memorial Foundation, Space Florida, Kennedy Space
Center, and Orlando Science Center.
The Mississippi Space Grant Consortium was established in 1991 through
an award by
NASA to
The University of Mississippi,
Jackson State
University, The University of Southern
Mississippi and Mississippi State University. Since then, MSSGC has expanded Space Grant activities to include all universities and community
colleges in the state. Oddly enough, the
(Continued on page 6)
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most widely known space activity in
Mississippi, the rocket engine testing at
Stennis Space Center, is actually a
member of the consortium in nearby
Louisiana.
The Louisiana Space Grant Consortium was formed in 1991 and has offices on the Louisiana State University
campus in Baton Rouge. LaSPACE’s
statewide consortium is
composed of
27 members
including 19
affiliate universities and
colleges joined
by partners
from business/industry, state/local
government, state education boards
and nonprofit organizations.
In addition to Mississippi’s Stennis
Space Center, another member in this
region is Michoud Assembly Facility in
New Orleans.
“Stennis is our primary regional
NASA center,” said Colleen H. Fava,
LaSPACE manager. “The Stennis University Affairs Officer sits on our program’s Advisory Council and we have
discussed hosting a joint meeting there
with the leadership of the Mississippi
Space Grant Program.”
All of the state programs compete
for NASA funding, which is partially
matched by the state. LaSPACE is
funded primarily by NASA and the
Louisiana Board of Regents. Funds
support programs for undergraduate as

well as graduate students, researchers, and
some K-12 programs
and public outreach
efforts.
“Our major goal is to
improve STEM workforce development in
the state,” said Fava.
“All of our projects even those focused on
faculty research - incorporate student researchers to give them genuine hands on experience.”
NASA’s other key facility in the Gulf Coast region is Michoud Assembly Facility
She said LaSPACE’s in New Orleans.
niche is its scientific
ballooning program called the Louisi- was the 2014-2015 student project
manager for an advanced HASP team.
ana Aerospace Catalyst Experiences
for Students, or LaACES. It provides a He currently leading a group of students on an 18-month project proposal
realistic experience of working on an
aerospace project. Students at partici- for NASA’s Science Mission Directorate and Office of Education.
pating schools design, build and fly
“In my time working with this prosmall payloads on helium-filled latex
gram I have learned to apply fundasounding balloons that can reach
mental engineering and research meth100,000 feet. They then analyze the
ods that are typically not covered in
data and present the findings.
Fava calls the undergraduate research the engineering curriculum until senior
year,” he said. “Through the years it
program “an aerospace catalyst for
students.” The program’s success led has been difficult and frustrating at
times, but the feeling of successfully
to the development of a similar program nationwide called High Altitude completing a project is worth coming
back and expecting a new, more chalStudent Platform. HASP’s balloons
can carry up to 12 student payloads on lenging experience.”
flights than can last up to 20 hours.
Victor Fernandez-Kim, a senior in
□□□
Mechanical Engineering at LSU, participated in LaACES in 2013-2014 and

NASA and the South’s Space Crescent

Spurred on by President Kennedy’s challenge to get a
man on the moon before the end of the decade, NASA
launched an ambitious program in the 1960s to establish
manufacturing, test and launch facilities needed to win the
space race. And the South became the big winner.
The South became the home to key NASA facilities in
part because of the availability of large tracts of land and
interconnected waterways needed to transport large space
vehicles. Longer periods of fair weather flying also played a
role. In addition, powerful, senior Southern politicians em-

braced the space program and recognized the economic
benefit it would bring.
Huntsville, Ala., Houston, Texas, Cape Canaveral, Fla.,
Bay St. Louis, Miss., and New Orleans became key locations and the term “Space Crescent” was used to describe
the arc of centers in the South.
“Way Station to Space” by Mack R. Herring pointed out
a cover story in the July 20, 1964 issue of U.S. News &
World Report that described the space program as a new industry in the South worth “billions.”
- David Tortorano
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Airport growth a Katrina silver lining
Since Hurricane Katrina, the
airport in Gulfport has undergone
$200 million in renovation work
to improve, including a terminal
twice as big as it was before the
devastating storm...

Photo courtesy Gulfport-Biloxi International

Gulfport, Miss.

R

esidents and business owners
along the Mississippi Gulf
Coast have been rebuilding
since Hurricane Katrina struck 10 years
ago. Many say the area is better than
before the storm.
The same is true of the GulfportBiloxi International Airport, a lifeline
for South Mississippi in the days after
the storm. The airport often was the
only way to bring in food and other
supplies to areas that couldn’t be
reached any other way.
“We know the devastation Katrina
wrought on the entire Gulf Coast,”
said Clay Williams, airport director.
“We were glad to help in any way we
could.”
The airport has undergone its own
renovation and expansion in the decade since Katrina, getting an infusion
of $200 million in public and private
monies to improve and expand the
airport along the Interstate 10 corridor
between New Orleans and Mobile.
“We’ve got a modern facility that has
customer service as its first priority,”
Williams said.
The terminal has gone from 80,000
square feet to 160,000, added a multilevel parking garage, two hotels and an
office park across the street. Those
additions make this area more attractive to people traveling to the Mississippi Gulf Coast for business.
The two hotels cost $52 million, and
the parking garage $17 million.

By Melissa Scallan

Gulfport-Biloxi International Airport, Miss., has had $200 million in improvements over past decade.

John Hill Boulevard starts at U.S. 49
and winds through to the southwest
part of the general aviation area, which
the airport also owns. The road is now
four lanes, which makes travel to that
part of the airport much easier.
“Having that four-lane access into
that portion of the airport creates opportunities for us,” Williams said. “We
have the potential for expansion there
with warehouses.”
Part of the facility’s master plan, Williams said, is to move the commercial
infrastructure to that side of the airport. Other improvements include a
state-of-the-art air traffic control tower
at a cost of $22 million and a corporate
hangar operated by Million Air. Wil-

liams said there also is land available
for another smaller corporate hangar.
Williams said airport officials work
closely with officials at the Air National Guard, which is adjacent to Gulfport
-Biloxi International.
“It’s a very strong partnership we
have with the ANG,” Williams said.
“It’s good for them to have a continuous operation there.”
On the southwest area of the airport,
near John Hill Boulevard, there is a
40,000-square-foot cargo area managed
by Gateway America that has the only
irradiator of its type at an airport in the
U.S. The company has agreements
with companies in various states.
For example, the company works
with oyster producers in Mississippi
and surrounding states to irradiate oysters of Vibrio vulnificus. It also works
with companies to treat beef products.
Williams said this type of cargo area
and machinery help form partnerships
with other entities.
(Continued on page 8)
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Coming
in 2016

I

f you’re a regular subscriber to this free aerospace bimonthly, you may
be interested in a new undertaking by the Gulf Coast
Reporters’ League.
In January we’ll publish a
brand new quarterly business magazine covering the
region between Baton
Rouge, La., and Tallahassee, Fla.
We’ve pulled together a
team of experienced former journalists, all longtime Gulf Coast residents,
to provide you with a highly entertaining magazine
about our region.
Drop me a line if you
want to be included on our
list of subscribers. Let’s
face it, you can’t beat the
price: Free is a good thing.
David Tortorano
Editor
Oct. 5, 2015
dtortorano@tortorano.com

Our archives
For previous issues of this
newsletter, visit our newsletter library. For past issues of the annual, go to
our book library. You can
also search for stories dating to 2008 at our daily
news feed, and for items
dating to 2005, use our
website archives.

Gulfport-Biloxi International Airport, Miss., has 1,700 acres and hosts a major Air Guard center.

“What works well with the cargo facility is
its proximity to the state Port at Gulfport,”
he said.
Williams said he feels Gulfport-Biloxi International is in a good position on the Gulf
Coast to draw more commercial and recreational business.
“We’re working to sustain our air services,
as well as look for opportunities to grow,”
he said.
The focus is customer service.
For example, the Transportation Security
Administration in the past few months has
implemented the pre-check program, which
helps passengers get through lines quicker.
The airport is constructing an eight-bay Thangar to park smaller, private planes.
“All of the development that’s taken place
is centered around customer convenience,”
he said.
The Million Air facility has a Customs and
Border Protection Office, which allows its
customers to take advantage of tax-free fuel.
“We’re well situated,” Williams said of the
airport in Gulfport. “And I feel like the activities we have here complement Stennis
Airport (Kiln) and the Trent Lott Airport
(Moss Point). It all links well together.”

Currently, the marketing strategy encompasses the Mississippi Gulf Coast, north to
Hattiesburg and Laurel, west to St. Tammany Parish, La., and east to Mobile County in
Alabama.
In the past, residents along the Mississippi
Coast would automatically book flights out
of New Orleans because it was less expensive, or at least they thought it was, Williams
said, but that has changed.
Gulfport-Biloxi International has rates that
are competitive with New Orleans and Mobile, Williams said.
“On average, we’re about $85 difference
from New Orleans,” he said.
Williams encourages travelers to consider
the cost of parking, which is higher in other
cities than at the Gulfport airport. Also, it’s
more convenient to be at home when the
plane lands.
“When you think about the gas to get to
another airport, the higher cost of parking
and the convenience of flying from home,
we think it’s a better deal to fly from here,”
he said.
□□□
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